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Abstract: Ammonia (NH3) has played an essential role in meeting the increasing demand for
food and the worldwide need for nitrogen (N2) fertilizer since 1913. Unfortunately, the traditional
Haber-Bosch process for producing NH3 from N2 is a high energy-consumption process with
approximately 1.9 metric tons of fossil CO2 being released per metric ton of NH3 produced. As a
very challenging target, any ideal NH3 production process reducing fossil energy consumption
and environmental pollution would be welcomed. Catalytic NH3 synthesis is an attractive and
promising alternative approach. Therefore, developing efficient catalysts for synthesizing NH3 from
N2 under ambient conditions would create a significant opportunity to directly provide nitrogenous
fertilizers in agricultural fields as needed in a distributed manner. In this paper, the literature on
alternative, available, and sustainable NH3 production processes in terms of the scientific aspects of
the spatial structures of nitrogenase metalloclusters, the mechanism of reducing N2 to NH3 catalyzed
by nitrogenase, the synthetic analogues of nitrogenase metalloclusters, and the opportunities for
continued research are reviewed.
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1. Introduction

As one of the most important chemicals on our planet, NH3 has met the growing demand for
food and worldwide nitrogen fertilizer since 1913 [1]. Total worldwide NH3 production exceeded
140 million tons in 2014 and continues to grow [2], and approximately 80% of the NH3 produced
is used as nitrogen fertilizer. Fritz Haber discovered that NH3 could be directly synthesized by
reacting atmospheric N2 with hydrogen in the temperature range of 400–500 ◦C and at pressures of
130–170 bar [3], and Carl Bosch subsequently developed it on an industrial scale [4]. As the so-called
most important invention of the 20th century, the Haber-Bosch process, a thermo-chemical catalytic
conversion technology, is still the primary choice for industrial production of NH3. According to the
Haber-Bosch process, NH3 is produced from the reaction:

N2 + 3H2+
Catalysts
−−−−−−−→ 2NH3 (1)

Having been optimized in large industrial facilities over many years [5], the process has significantly
benefited humans including feeding the world’s growing population via the use of nitrogen fertilizer.
However, the overuse of N2 fertilization has become a problematic issue, as excess fixed N2 affects
ecosystem balance, human health, and climate change accounting for 1% of global greenhouse gas
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emissions. More than 1.9 metric tons of fossil carbon dioxide is released per metric ton of NH3 produced
in the best-case scenario of using natural gas to obtain hydrogen, N2, and energy [2]. The distribution
of fertilizer produced by the Haber-Bosch process requires efficient transportation that may be more
difficult in developing countries than in developed countries. From saturated fertilizers, the loss
of over 40% of reactive N2 causes algae growth in natural waters and unbalances ecosystems near
farms [6] causing significant N2 pollution of the soil [7].

The Haber-Bosch process reacts the pure feed gases at high temperatures and pressures, requiring
an energy input of approximately 485 kJ mol−1 of N2 and almost 2% of global energy consumption [8].
Therefore, any NH3 production process that can reduce fossil energy consumption and environmental
pollution would be welcomed. Actually, the high dissociation energy of the triple-bonded N2

molecule (911 kJ mol−1) presents a significant activation energy barrier; however, the negative enthalpy
(∆H300 = −46.35 kJ mol−1) of the reaction dictates that N2 could be converted to NH3 at lower
temperatures [9]. Thus, finding a solution that activates the N≡N bond to produce NH3 with less
fossil energy consumption is a great opportunity and challenge for chemists. Artificial catalysts should
be able to facilitate the reaction at moderate conditions. Although there are many new approaches,
the industrial catalysts used today are extremely similar to the initial catalysts discovered by Mittasch
in the 1910 s [10]. The use of energy from sustainable sources, such as solar, in an alternative sustainable
NH3 synthesis process based on the biological fixation of N2 would be more energy efficient than the
Haber-Bosch process [11]. In addition, it would be possible to produce nitrogen fertilizers close to
agricultural farms as needed and reduce greenhouse gas emissions and control the global N2 cycle.
Therefore, developing efficient catalysts for synthesizing NH3 from N2 under ambient conditions
could directly provide nitrogenous fertilizers in agricultural fields as needed in a distributed manner,
creating significant opportunities.

There are several advantages for NH3 synthesis at ambient temperatures [12,13]. Firstly, the
reaction from producing NH3 from N2 with hydrogen is spontaneous. Secondly, the proton conductivity
of low-temperature electrolytes performs better than the higher temperature electrolytes. Thirdly, the
reaction kinetics of the NH3 production processes are extremely slow when operating temperatures are
below 100 ◦C. In addition, it would be a key point around which to build the foundational principles
of designing new efficient catalysts for a sustainable NH3 synthesis production process. Obviously,
due to the fact of its energy savings and environmental friendliness, biological N2 fixation would be an
excellent alternative to the Haber–Bosch process. Until now, nitrogenase was the only known enzyme
capable of catalytic reduction of N2 to NH3 under moderate conditions. Over the past five decades,
researchers have taken inspiration from nitrogenase metal clusters and have focused their efforts on
synthesizing either analogues or the unique topology of the catalytic activity cores of nitrogenase, and
their functional principles have been applied in building novel catalysts for synthesizing NH3 from
N2 at ambient temperatures and pressures. There are some advantages of synthetic metallocluster
analogues over nitrogenase for the reduction of N2 to NH3: (1) Compared with natural nitrogenase
(protein), the synthetic analogues, which have very stable molecular structures, are less likely to lose
their catalytic activity. (2) The synthetic analogues of nitrogenase metalloclusters in the carriers are
easier to recover and reuse than the natural nitrogenase the lowering its application cost. (3) The
synthetic analogues, but not nitrogenase, can be redesigned according to need by introducing auxiliary
factors to obtain new analogues with stronger catalytic activity.

The new methods of catalyst design require us to understand catalytic mechanisms by integrating
theory and experiment thereby discovering active, scalable, selective, and long-lived efficient catalysts
for sustainable NH3 synthesis. Based on the detailed insights into the nitrogenase reaction mechanism,
by mimicking its reactive centers, synthesizing the analogues of metalloclusters in nitrogenase, and
investigating the complex assembly pathways, an opportunity to develop novel efficient catalysts
for sustainable NH3 synthesis should be provided [14]. In this paper, the literature on alternative,
available, and sustainable NH3 production processes in respect to the spatial structures of nitrogenase
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metalloclusters, the mechanism that reduces N2 to NH3 catalyzed by nitrogenase, and the synthetic
analogues of metalloclusters in nitrogenase are reviewed.

2. Nitrogenase Metalloclusters

Nitrogenases (EC 1.18.6.1, EC 1.19.6.1) are produced by bacteria including Cyanobacteria, green
sulfur bacteria, Azotobacter, Rhizobium, and Spirillum. It is understandable that there are many different
structures and mechanisms across the numerous nitrogenase variants, as their biochemical processes
evolved in completely different and diverse organisms for two thousand million years [15]. It is well
known that only nitrogenase can catalyze the reduction of N2 to NH3 at relatively high rates (turnover
frequency, TOF ≈ 2 NH3 s−1) with relatively high turnover numbers (TON > 106) at room temperature
and atmospheric pressure [16] in order to maintain the biogeochemical N2 cycle and sustain life on
Earth. There is an overall negative enthalpy of reaction (∆H0 =−45.2 KJ mol−1 NH3) and high activation
energy (Ea = 230–420 KJ mol−1) in the equilibrium formation of NH3 from molecular hydrogen and
N2 [17]. Therefore, the reduction of N2 to NH3 can take place in the presence of nitrogenase as a
catalyst by reducing this reaction energy barrier at room temperature and atmospheric pressure; this is
a key driving force in the development of efficient catalytic N2 fixation processes.

Over the past five decades, much progress has been made in the fundamental understanding of
nitrogenase and the mechanism by which it catalyzes N2 to NH3 as well as in identifying significant
intermediates [18]. Nitrogenase consists of two proteins: ferritin(Fe)-protein and molybdenum
(Mo)-ferritin protein which are called Fe-protein and MoFe-protein, respectively. The Fe-protein
consists of two MgATP binding sites and an [4Fe4S] cluster. It weighs approximately 64 KDa [19].
The Fe-protein is an α2 homodimer consisting of two subunit proteins that bind to the [4Fe4S]
cluster [15]. As for the main protein, there is a FeMo-cofacor (FeMo-co, [MoFe7S9X], X=C, N, or O) and
a P-cluster [Fe8S7] [20].

3. Reduction Mechanism of N2 to NH3

Nitrogenase is the only known biological system that has the capability of reducing atmospheric
N2 to NH3 [21]. The Fe-proteins and the MoFe-proteins of nitrogenase together catalyze the reduction
of N2 to NH3 with an ideal reaction stoichiometry [22]:

N2+8e−+16MgATP + 8H+ Nitrogenase
−−−−−−−−−→ 2NH3+H2+16MgADP + 16Pi (2)

The mechanism of reducing N2 to NH3 by nitrogenase is shown in Figure 1. As a homodimer with two
nucleotide (magnesium–adenosine–triphosphate, termed MgATP, or magnesium–adenosine–diphosphate,
termed MgADP) binding sites; the Fe-protein has a single [4Fe4S] cluster that bridges its two subunits, one
of which has one binding site [19] that is the only known reductant of the MoFe-protein. The Fe-protein
has a high reducing power and is responsible for the supply of electrons in the reduction process
of N2 to NH3 [23]. The MoFe-protein contains two catalytic units: the P-cluster and the FeMo-co.
The P-cluster is placed between the Fe-protein [4Fe4S] cluster and the FeMo-co by two different stable
Fe-protein–MoFe-protein complexes as shown in Figure 1. The P-clusters are believed to mediate
the electron transfer between the Fe-protein and the substrate reduction site of the FeMo-co [24,25].
The transient complex allows the reductive equivalents to be passed to the MoFe-protein, and the
electron transfer is coupled to the hydrolysis of MgATP [15,16]. One electron is transferred and two
equivalents of MgATP are hydrolyzed for each encounter complex. Actually, the reduction of N2 is
activated by the electrons which are delivered from either ferredoxins or flavodoxins to the MoFe-protein,
where the catalytic process is mediated by way of the Fe-protein [16]. The formation of the Fe-protein
and MoFe-protein complex is beneficial to the intermolecular electrons’ transfer which is driven by
the MgATP hydrolysis and will dissociate to restart and accumulate the necessary electrons needed
for N2 reduction when the hydrolysis and the transfer are complete [26,27]. Moreover, through the
associated Fe-protein conformational changes, a stepwise mechanism is anticipated to prolong the lifetime
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of the Fe-protein–MoFe-protein complex which, in turn, could orchestrate the sequence of intra-complex
electron-transfer required for substrate reduction [28].Catalysts 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 19 
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the E4 step. After rotating one proton from FeMo-co to release one of the bonds to Mo, N2 can bind. 
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Figure 1. The [4Fe4S] cluster, P-cluster, FeMo-co, and electron transfer pathway. For electron transfer,
the P-cluster plays an important role in bridging the Fe–S cluster and the FeMo-co embedded in the
a-subunit of the MoFe-protein [29]. The FeMo-co uses the electrons provided by the P-cluster to reduce
N2 to NH3 [11]. The FeMo-co are usually the site of substrate binding and reduction. That is to say, the
MoFe-protein alone will not reduce N2 in the absence of the electron transfer step of the Fe-protein.

The Lowe and Thorneley (LT) [30] kinetic model involves eight steps which are needed.
This involves only adding six hydrogen atoms to the N2 for the formation of NH3, because H2

is released in the process. As shown in Figure 2, when the MoFe-proteins sequentially gain more
electrons, they become more reducing, denoted by “E”, and their resting state is E0. With the gain in
electrons from the Fe-protein, E goes through conformational changes. The dissociation of the MgADP
from the Fe-protein after transferring electrons to the P-cluster is the rate limiting step [31].
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Figure 2. Lowe-Thorneley kinetic model for the reduction of N2 to NH3 catalyzed by nitrogenase [21].

The mechanism mainly describes the accumulation of multiple electrons and protons at the active
site of FeMo-co before N2 can bind, and the loss of electrons and protons through the formation
of hydrogen has been well accepted by researchers who have tried to demonstrate the relationship
between intermediates and specific states of the LT model by capturing and characterizing different
intermediates [15]. Although it is challenging because these captured states may not match the specific
states of this model, these captured and characterized states are helpful for completely understanding
the nitrogenase catalyzed reduction pathway of N2 to NH3 with molecular level insight. In the present
study, two hydrides should leave to allow N2 activation in the E4 step. After rotating one proton from
FeMo-co to release one of the bonds to Mo, N2 can bind. The N2 protonation steps are energetically
easy [32]. Generally speaking, enzymatic reduction of N2 to NH3 by nitrogenase seemly follows
the LT kinetics model. Researchers are relatively confident regarding the structures of the first four
intermediates (E0–E4) and, for a while, some believed an alternating pathway might be followed for
subsequent N2 reduction.
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In addition to FeMo-co, Kaczmarek et al. [33] developed a biomimetic mononuclear iron model
for the catalytic reduction of N2 to NH3 using catalyst (TPB)FeN2 (tris(phosphine)borate) complex
with a biomimetic mononuclear iron center. They found that the lowest energy pathway among
several possible NH3 formation pathways in a natural environment is the consecutive addition of three
protons to the same site which has implications for nitrogenases. Coincidentally, the homogeneous
N2 reduction to NH3 may be catalyzed by artificial nitrogenases EP3Fe−N2

− (E = B, Si) as single site
iron complexes. It was found that the catalytic mechanism depends on the applied ligand, and that
the energy pathway using catalyst BP3Fe−N2

− is the most favorable route with descending Gibbs free
energy [34]. Currently, more studies are being carried out either prove or disprove the recent literature
or to provide answers to the problems they raise.

4. Synthesizing Analogues of Nitrogenase Metalloclusters

The discovery of the three unprecedented metalloclusters has led to synthesized analogues of
these clusters for NH3 biosynthesis [35]. As precursors, the [4Fe4S] clusters could provide a higher
nuclearity P-cluster and FeMo-co in the Fe-protein component and MoFe-proteins of nitrogenase [36].
Researchers should consider the details of the synthetic analogue methods. For example, the amino
acid side chains of the nitrogenase molecule may be necessary to maintain the P-cluster structure.
Functionally, the faithfully synthesized analogs of these clusters must be coordinated with each other
to reduce N2 to NH3. However, the synthesized clusters are not very close to the biological clusters in
terms of spatial structure, spectral characteristics, and catalytic function. Therefore, these clusters are
challenging synthetic targets because of their intriguing and unprecedented features.

Although synthetic analogues of nitrogenase metalloclusters are promising artificial catalytic
clusters due to the fact of their intriguing features, no synthesized clusters have been constructed
completely similar to the biogenic clusters, especially in the catalytic functional and capacity aspects [35].
Synthesizing analogues of the nitrogenase active site is an important approach to elucidate the properties
of these metal-sulfur clusters and is a major challenge for chemists in developing sustainable NH3

synthesis processes under ambient conditions. From the structural and mechanistic reduction of N2 to
NH3 standpoints, accurately synthesizing analogue clusters that can activate the strong bond of N2 at
ambient conditions is an important step toward accomplishing this kind of catalyst design [23].

4.1. Synthesizing Analogues of [4Fe4S] Clusters

4.1.1. Structure of [4Fe4S] Clusters

As an integral part of nitrogenase, the Fe-protein provides the MoFe-protein with electrons which
are used to break the N2 triple bond. Among the 20 different nitrogenases studied, 45–90% share
similarities in amino acid sequences [37]. However, there is a considerable similarity in the different
[4Fe4S] clusters of different Fe-proteins from different nitrogenases.

In 1994, Watt and Reddy [31] reported that the [Fe4S4]+ state of the Fe-protein could be further
reduced using methyl viologen. In the normal resting state of the [4Fe4S] cluster (Figure 1), it changes
to [Fe4S4]2+ from [Fe4S4]+ when it donates an electron to the P-cluster [16]. Simultaneously, with the
charge changing of the complex, its conformation also changes [38]. Dithionite as a reductant only
reduces the oxidized [Fe4S4]2+ cluster to [Fe4S4]+ (as shown in Equation (3)). If the [4Fe4S] cluster could
be reduced to [Fe4S4]0, then the cluster could potentially supply two electrons to the MoFe-protein
for breaking the very strong N2 triple bond. Actually, the [4Fe4S] cluster has an additional reduced
state, [Fe4S4]0, and Ti(III)Cl3 as a reductant reducing [4Fe4S] cluster could supply two electrons to the
process [39]. The structure of a non-dissociating nitrogenase complex suggests two electron transfer
pathways from the Fe-protein [4Fe4S] cluster to the MoFe-protein P-cluster [40]. Both the P-cluster and
the FeMo-co might be able to accept two electrons, and all substrates of nitrogenase are reduced in
multiples of two electrons [16].
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[Fe4S4]
2+ Em=−300mV
−−−−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−−−− [Fe4S4]

1+ Em=−790mV
−−−−−−−−−−⇀↽−−−−−−−−−− [Fe4S4]

0 (3)

4.1.2. Preparation of [4Fe4S] Clusters

The spontaneous assembly of Fe atoms in the presence of sulfur reagents is an efficient and
common method for synthesizing [4Fe4S] clusters and synthetic analogues of nitrogenase biological
clusters. The properties and reactivity of synthesizing [4Fe4S] clusters found in Fe-proteins are
governed by several factors, especially as a ligand and a reductant for Fe3+, one of which is excess
thiolate (−SR) that forms disulfides in the process.

The early synthetic methods involved ferritin (usually FeCl2 or FeCl3) with thiolates and sulfide
sources (e.g., HS−, S2−) in polar organic solvents such as methanol and N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF).
The halide-terminated clusters with X = Cl and Br give irreversible [Fe4S4 × 4]3−/4− reductions [41].
Thus, the thiolate species are more difficultly reduced than the halide species, but the reductions
give tetra anions that are unstable on the time scale of the experiment. Interestingly, the addition
of phosphine irreversibly reduces the halide-terminated [Fe4S4]2+ cluster [Fe4S4X4]2− to the [Fe4S4]+

level at −1.2 V in the neutral product [Fe4S4(PtBu3)3X] with mixed unstable ligation, and some
of the phosphine is oxidized to the phosphine sulfide [42]. With a slight excess of large tertiary
phosphines, all four ferritin atoms were possibly substituted to yield [Fe4S4 (PR3)4]+ (R = But, Cy,
Pri) [43]. Alternatively, [Fe4S4 (PR3)4]0 can be prepared by chemical reduction of the mono-cation with
a slight excess of sodium acenaphthalenide. These neutral clusters are so sensitive to oxidation that
they have stability only for a few days in solution [44] such as the neutral [Fe4S4 (PR3)4] clusters [43].
It is interesting to understand whether the stability of these [Fe4S4 (PR4)4] clusters would lead to
sulfur-based reactivity with substrates. Metalation with the Fe–S cluster precursor [Ph4P]2[Fe4S4Cl4]
provides clusters of different nuclearity that may be controlled with high selectivity through simple
and rational modification of the steric profiles of the ligands [45].

Usually, FeCl3, RS− and hydrosulfide can generate a series of [4Fe4S] clusters with the general
formula [Fe4S4 (SR)4]Y (Y = 0, 1−, 2−, 3−, and 4− as shown in Table 1) [46] including the most
common class of biomimetic [4Fe4S] clusters, [Fe4S4 (SCH2Ph)4]2− [47]. On the other hand, for the
phenoxide-terminated cluster [Fe4S4(OPh)4]2−, two electrochemically reversible reduction features at
−1.6 V [48] are somewhat more cathodic than the thiolate analogues. The [4Fe4S] clusters can also
be obtained by means of core conversions among different Fe–S clusters, for example, by using two
[Fe2S2]2+ clusters to form a cubic [Fe4S4]2+ cluster in aqueous solution and especially by synthesizing
[Fe4S4 (SEt)4]2− by heating a saturated acetonitrile solution of [Fe2S2 (SEt)4]2− up to 80 ◦C [49].
[Fe2S2 (SPh)4]2− can also be electrochemically reduced to the corresponding [Fe4S4]2+ cluster [50].

Table 1. Core oxidation state of [Fe4S4(SR)4]0/1−/2−/3−/4− analogues [43].

Analogues [Fe4S4(SR)4]0 [Fe4S4(SR)4]1− [Fe4S4(SR)4]2− [Fe4S4(SR)4]3− [Fe4S4(SR)4]4−

Core oxidation state [Fe4S4]4+ [Fe4S4]3+ [Fe4S4]2+ [Fe4S4]1+ [Fe4S4]0

Composition of oxidation state 4Fe(III) 3Fe(III) + Fe(II) 2Fe(III) + 2Fe(II) Fe(III) + 3Fe(III) 4Fe (II)

As indicated in Tables 1 and 2, most examples of synthetic [Fe4S4 (SR)4]2− clusters in the [4Fe4S]2+

state have been reported [42]. However, because the [Fe4S4 (SR)4]0 cluster in the [4Fe4S]4+ state and the
[Fe4S4 (SR)4]4− cluster in the [4Fe4S]0 state should be extremely unstable, there are only a few examples
of [Fe4S4 (SR)4]0 and [Fe4S4 (SR)4]4− which still remain elusive [43,51]. In synthesizing analogues of
the [4Fe4S] cluster processes using the general formula [Fe4S4 (SR)4]Y, elemental sulfur works not only
as the source of the [4Fe4S] core sulfur atoms, but also as an oxidant to induce the reductive elimination
of disulfides from thiolate ligands on iron [52].

The spontaneous assembly reactions driven by increasing the number of Fe atoms in a stepwise
manner should terminate when the Fe–S cluster products become stable. The dianionic [4Fe4S] cluster
[Fe4S4 (SR)4]2− with an [Fe4S4]2+ core is the most thermo-dynamically stable Fe–S cluster. To avoid this
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stability, synthesizing Fe–S clusters with more than four Fe atoms can be realized via destabilization
of [Fe4S4(SR)4]2− [47] or by changing the oxidation state. The encapsulation of the [4Fe4S] cluster
core by bulky substituents leads to kinetic stabilization, and it is important to control the nuclearity
of the cluster products. In addition, it is necessary to obtain [Fe4S4(SR)4]2− and other degradation
products to prevent the generation of ionic species from adding non-polar organics in the synthetic
media. However, no [Fe4S4]4+ cluster carrying thiolates has been isolated from a one-electron-oxidized
form of [Fe4S4 (SR)4]− with an [Fe4S4]3+ core [53]; that is to say, a reaction targeting [Fe4S4 (SR)4] may
likely be unstable. However, due to the short lifetimes of the reduced [Fe4S4 (SR)4]4− clusters, it is not
clear whether the reactions are mediated by the all-ferrous cluster or by its decomposition products.

Table 2. Core oxidation state of [Fe4S4(SR)4]1−/2−/3− analogues.

Analogues R Year Refs

[Fe4S4(SR)4]1−

Ph 1984 [54]
CH2Ph 1994 [55]

2,4,6-triisopropylphenyl 1985 [56]
2,6-di(mesityl)phenyl 1975 [57]

[Fe4S4(SR)4]2−

H 1997 [58]
Me 1974 [59]
Bn 1972 [41]
Ph 1974 [60]
Et 2003 [50]

CH3 2014 [61]
CH2CH2OH 1999 [62]

2,3,4-pyridinemethane 2012 [63]
2,6-bis(acylamino)benzenethiolato 1996 [64]

CH2CH(OH)Me 2002 [65]

CH(Me)Ph
CH2CH(Me)Et

CH2CH(OH)CH2OH
2011 [66]

[Fe4S4(SR)4]3−

H 1997 [58]
Me 1988 [67]

C6H11 1986 [68]
4-BrC6H4 1983 [69]

CH2Ph 2015 [70]

The structural parameters for the synthetic analogues above of [4Fe4S] clusters are more precise
than the protein-bound structure. A large amount of these synthetic cubane-type clusters will benefit
researchers in understanding such synthetic clusters’ two-electron transfer as proposed in nitrogenase.

4.2. Synthesizing Analogues of P-Clusters

4.2.1. Structure of P-Clusters

The P-cluster lies at the interface of α and β subunits of the MoFe-protein and is held by three
cysteine residues from each subunit. Two cysteine sulfur atoms bridge the two cubes; that is to say,
the [8Fe7S] structure of P-cluster is constructed from two [4Fe4S] sub-clusters linked by a sulfide
bonded to six ferritin atoms at one vertex [71]. This is likely assembled by the fusion of two [4Fe4S]
sub-clusters [72] and has not been observed in any other biological system as an unusual µ6-S central
atom. The reaction mechanism is well established in synthetic inorganic chemistry and was successfully
realized by the synthesis of the P-cluster topology [50,73,74]. The paired [4Fe4S] clusters are likely
the precursors to P-clusters which are obtained in the presence of reductant (i.e., dithionite) and
ATP-dependent reductase (i.e., Fe-protein/MgATP) [75–77].
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As a transfer station of electron sources in the enzymatic N2 fixation process, the P-cluster can
transfer two electrons from the Fe-protein to the substrate reduction site of the FeMo-co, both of which
are situated at an approximate distance of 15 Å to the Fe protein [78]. A two-electron transfer could
explain the behavior of all nitrogenase substrates which reduce by an even number of electrons, as this
is difficult to balance in a large amount of charge displacement. The protonation of substrates at the
nitrogenase FeMo-co could be helpful in solving the above problem. One interesting possibility is that
that Fe-protein binding is coupled to the coordination of S188 to the P-cluster lowering its potential
and inducing electron transfer to FeMo-co and then “backfilling” by the Fe protein [79].

Being used in electron transfer, the reduced state of the P-cluster (PN) is thought to pass two
electrons to the FeMo-co and change to an oxidized state (POX) [78]. However, with accepting an
electron from the Fe-protein, the P-cluster rapidly returns to the PN state [79]. When the P-cluster
oxidizes, significant conformational changes occur. The distance increases among the Fe atoms in
the oxidation of the P-cluster [80]. For the spatial structure of the P-cluster, the average Fe–Fe bond
distance increases from ~2.59 Å in the normal/reduced state to 2.88 Å in the oxidized state [15].

4.2.2. Preparation of P-Clusters

The [Fe8S7] core of a P-cluster identified that the hexa-coordinate sulfur atom (µ6-S) is in the middle
of its molecular space structure, and synthesizing Fe–S clusters with a µ6-sulfur atom became a hot
research topic. The inorganic core of the P-cluster consists of two [Fe4S4] cubanes which are connected
to each other through a disulfide bridge [81]. Respectively, the [Fe4S4]–(µ-S)–[Fe4S4] cluster [82] and the
edge-bridged [Fe4S4]–[Fe4S4] cluster [50] were early suggested as the bis-[Fe4S4] core of the P-cluster
(Figure 3). Actually, the P-cluster, located at the interface of the α and β subunits of the MoFe-protein
of nitrogenase, is a [Fe8S7] unit which is a bridge for the efficient transfer of electrons from the [4Fe4S]
cluster of the Fe-protein to the FeMo-co of the MoFe-protein concomitant with MgATP hydrolysis [80].
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The P-cluster’s mediation of the reversible two-electron redox process has been demonstrated [83],
exhibiting a one-electron reduction step for which the unique [Fe4S4] core of the P-cluster may be
responsible. In addition, the [Fe8S7] core of the P-cluster could degrade into [Fe4S4] clusters in the
presence of excess thiolate anions or thiols. This is consistent with the fact that 90–103% of non-cofactor
ferritin content comes from the P-cluster [84], and the nitrogenase catalytic synthesizing NH3 process
can be turned on/off via controlling the amount of reagents similar to thiols in the reaction solutions.

In a similar manner to the synthesis of the topological analogues to the P-cluster, Mo/Fe/S clusters
with the P-cluster topology have been attained. The first Mo/Fe/S clusters [MoFe3S4]–[MoFe3S4]
reacted with (Et4N)(SH) to generate giant cluster [(Cl4-cat)6Mo6Fe20S30(Pet3)6]8− (Cl4-cat, a
tetrachloro-catecholate ligand) crystals [85] which consist of Mo2Fe6S9–Mo2Fe8S12–Mo2Fe6S9 units.
Here, the Mo2Fe6S9 unit is the [Fe8S7] cluster, a topological analogue to P-clusters. Another large
cluster, [Mo4Fe12S18], was synthesized from a similar reaction of edge-bridged [MoFe3S4]–[MoFe3S4]
cluster with (Et

4N)(SH) in the presence of reductant C14H10 [86]. Although the two [Mo2Fe6S9] clusters
above differ from P-clusters in that they have molybdenum, their topology resembles the P-cluster core.
The structure of [Mo4Fe12S18] clusters with two Mo2Fe6S9 fragments linked by three potassium cations
and two Fe–(µ-S)–Fe bridges is no more complicated than a [Mo6Fe20S30] cluster with a [Mo2Fe6S9]
fragment that has an iso-structural relationship with the same unit in the [Mo4Fe12S18] cluster [87].
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4.3. Synthesizing Analogues of FeMo-co

4.3.1. Structure of FeMo-co

The FeMo-co is the most complicated metallocluster known in nature [88]. With FeMo-co and its
associated proteins being well-studied, one of the most intriguing things is its structural features [70].
The FeMo-co consists of a metallocluster with a molybdenum ion, seven Fe atoms, nine sulfur atoms,
and one carbon atom as an interstitial ligand in the center termed “C” in Figure 1. The six Fe atoms form
a trigonal prism around “C” with the sulfur surrounding the Fe atoms. However, the determination of
the spatial structure of FeMo-co faces multiple barriers, as it does not expose all its exceptional catalytic
properties for reducing N2 to NH3.

Researchers have determined the structure of FeMo-co from nitrogenase many times over
the decades. In 1992, Kim and Reed [89] presented the initial structure of FeMo-co consisting of
[MoFe3S3] and [4Fe4S] bridged by three sulfide ligands with a large, apparently empty, central cavity.
However, the conclusion that carbon is the central atom was determined by multiple different studies
using more detailed images from X-ray diffraction and more advanced ESEEM (electron spin-echo
envelope modulation) [90]. The carbon in the active site may enable slight structural adaptions of the
ferritin-core during turnover, and the binding of nitrogenase’s natural substrate, N2, to five-coordinate
Fe complexes mimicking the FeMo-co’s central carbon is also possible [91]. Therefore, Fe-carbon
chemistry is important to N2 activation and reduction in general.

Until now, although FeMo-co has been thought of as the catalytic active site for reducing N2 to
NH3, the exact N2 reduction mechanism remains unknown. That is to say, the particular site at which
the reduction of N2 on FeMo-co occurs is still incompletely confirmed. Perhaps the gap at element “C”
(as shown in Figure 1) is the site of N2 reduction [15]; it is also possible that the N2 reduction takes
place on the molybdenum [92] or ferritin ion [78].

Furthermore, keeping the stable spatial structure of FeMo-co analogues very similar to the
biological FeMo-co, such as the assignment of the interstitial ligand, is significant to maintaining its
catalytic activity for reducing N2 to NH3 under ambient conditions [11]. However, it is unnecessary for
the major structural rearrangements during catalysis due to the interstitial ligands as carbon species.
The interstitial carbon is a huge opportunity for the synthesis of FeMo-co analogues, because, in vitro,
synthetic analogues of FeMo-co core metallocluster are difficult to achieve. Generally, nitrogenase’s
substrate N2 could possibly bind to five-coordinate Fe complexes mimicking the FeMo-co’s central
carbon [91], which requires the identification of the substrate binding site and the characterization of
its various electronic states.

The FeMo-co is the most complex metallocluster known in nature. It is present at nitrogenase’s
active site and is recognized for its unique catalytic solution to reduce N2 to NH3. However, FeMo-co
extracted from nitrogenase into organic solvents cannot directly catalyze the reduction of N2 to NH3

due to the crucial influence of the protein matrix on its reactivity [93]. Therefore, the use of compounds
such as Mo sources that act as ligands and redox reagents is significant for successfully synthesizing
FeMo-co analogues whose stability and isolation are dependent on steric bulky groups of these donor
ligands [52,94]. In recent years, much progress has been made in the synthesis of novel molybdenum-
or ferritin-based analogues of FeMo-co reducing N2 to NH3.

4.3.2. Preparation of FeMo-co Analogues

One of the prerequisites for the preparation of FeMo-co analogues is to assemble eight Fe atoms
with sulfur atoms like the P-cluster model, which is key to synthesizing large Fe–S clusters with
more than four Fe atoms. Researchers tried to prompt a focus on reproducing this composition’s
stoichiometry of extracted FeMo-coin, a synthetic complex [95]. So-called bis(thiolato)sulfide-bridged
double cubanes [Mo2Fe6S9(Set)8]3−, including two [MoFe3S4] units, were bridged via the Mo centers by
inorganic sulfide and two thiolate ligands, to which [MoS4]2−, FeCl3, and NaSEt together contributed.
The self-assembly reactions of [MoS4]2−/FeCl3/NaSR resulted in forming double-cubane clusters,
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[MoFe3S4]–[MoFe3S4], linked by ferritin–thiolate units [96]. The catalytic FeMo-co topology can be
regarded as the fusion of Fe4S3 and MoFe3S3 units that are connected by three bridging u2-S atoms
and an interstitial µ6-C atom [97]. Functionally, a synthetic, trustworthy FeMo-co analogue must
bind and reduce N2 similarly to nitrogenase. Synthesis of FeMo-co analogues requires compounds
reacting together as redox reagents and ligands which can play an important role in the stabilization
and isolation of novel clusters due to the fact of their sterically bulky groups [95]. The substrate
hydrogenation is not supported by the single-cubane models in the catalytic N2 reduction process,
thus the FeMo-co with double cubanes has efficient catalytic activity for reducing N2 to NH3 under
ambient conditions [98]. Using [MoS4]2−, FeCl3, and NaSEt as raw materials, a one-pot self-assembly
reaction generated the [Mo2Fe6S9(Set)8]3− cluster containing two [MoFe3S4] units bridged via the Mo
centers by inorganic sulfide and two thiolate ligands [99]. After identifying the unique dicubanoid
structure of the FeMo-co, the synthesis of analogues shifted to modular approaches using the Mo
cubane sources derived from [MoS4]2− as starting materials. The first edge-fused double cubane,
[Mo2Fe6S8 (Pet3)6(Cl4-cat)2], was attained via the reaction of [MoFe3S4Cl3(Cl4-cat)(NCMe)]2− with
Pet3[100]. Then, a more discrete dicubane cluster, [Mo2Fe6S9 (SH)2 (Tp)2]3− (Tp = tris (pyrazoyl)
borate), was generated from a related edge-bridged double cubane [101]. The [Fe8S6O (SDmp)4

(OCPh3)] (SDmp = 2, 6-dimesitylphe-nylthiolate) cluster containing an interstitial u4−O2− atom has a
more open double-cubanoid configuration than the others [99].

A large barrier is the presence of opposing peripheral Mo and Fe atoms in the FeMo-co analogue
production process. The asymmetric core of the [Cp*MoIVFe5S9 (SH)]3− cluster was synthesized
by the timely addition of [Cp*MS3]− into a solution of hydrosulfide and FeCl2[51]. However, tiny
alterations in the reaction conditions could influence the FeMo-co on the core configuration, such
as obtaining the symmetric species [(Cp*)2Mo2Fe4S9]2− by adding the reagents above in the reverse
order. Correspondingly, DFT studies on Cp*Fe (µ-Set)2FeCp* suggest that the diferritin complex
could catalyze the reduction of N2 to NH3 [102]. Here, the [Fe2S2] scaffold was effective in stabilizing
nitrogenase donors [103]. Dance [104] mimicked the reduction of N2 to NH3 under mild conditions
using three classes of known metal sulfide clusters that resemble the Nfe7MoS9 core of FeMo-co.
The three model systems possess an [Xfe4S4] face which is the key active site of FeMo-co (X is most
probably N in FeMo-co and is S in the models).

Figure 4 shows that a molybdenum complex can convert N2 to NH3 only when the Mo oxidation
states are more than III. Moreover, the ligand enclosing the molybdenum ion only permits small
reactants such as nitrogen and protons to reach the active site. The system had cycled at least four
times with an appropriate proton source and reductant [105]. Evidently, molybdenum can improve
binding or protonation of the substrate by changing the electronic structure of FeMo-co.
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Although molybdenum is usually regarded as a possible binding and cleavage site for N2

reduction, it is difficult to judge whether the electronic structure of FeMo-co is relevant for the N2

reduction taking place on this cofactor or not. Therefore, there is a hypothesis that the molybdenum
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ion of FeMo-co would be the site for the last steps (E5–E8) of reducing N2 to NH3 in the cubane models
as shown in Figure 2. With Co(Cp)2 as electron donor and 2,6-lutidinium (Lut-HCl) as a proton source,
[MoFe3S4]3+ cubanes catalyzed the 2e− reduction of hydrazine to NH3 [106] as did the synthetic
analogues with a [Vfe3S4]2+ core [107]. Theoretically, if ferritin is a possible substrate-binding site of
MoFe-co, the first steps (E0–E4) (shown in Figure 2) toward reducing N2 to NH3 should occur on the
Fe ion of FeMo-co, and the reaction intermediates would migrate from the Fe atom to the Mo atom.

4.3.3. Synthesizing FeMo-co Analogues as Photo-Catalysts

Solar light as an energy source is a good choice for the photo-catalytic reduction of N2 to NH3 with
water (H2O) as a reducing reagent under ambient conditions without fossil energy consumption and
environmental pollution. Metal clusters embedded in the natural environment, such as the [Mn4O5Ca]
cluster [108], can usually accomplish some complicated photo-catalytic redox reactions. This cluster
changes the oxidation state, and controlling the redox potential is easy, as this type behaves similar
to the Fe3/Al2O3 cluster catalyst [109]. The photo-catalytic NH3 production process mainly consists
of the photo-catalytic oxidation of H2O to protons and the photo-catalytic reduction of N2 to NH3.
The mechanism steps are shown in Equations (4)–(6):

H2O + 2h+
→ 0.5O2 + 2H+ (4)

N2 + 6H+ + 6e− → 2NH3 (5)

2N2 + 3H2O
light

−−−−−−−−−−→
photocatalyst

2NH3+1.5O2 (6)

A photo-catalyst is dynamically converted between its oxidized and reduced states in the ammonia
production process as shown in Figure 5. In this process, the amount of solar energy should be enough
that it is absorbed and converted into the large free energy gain of N2 to NH3 (
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Table 3. Redox potentials of reducing N2 to NH3[112]. 

No. Reaction E0 (V) 

1 
H2O + 2h+ 0.5O2 + 2H+

 
1.33 b 

2 H+ + e- 0.5H2  −0.42 a 

3 N2 + e- N2
-

 −4.16 b 

4 N2 +H++ e- N2H  −3.2 b 
5 N2 + 6H+ + 6e- 2NH3  0.55 b 

a E0 versus NHE at pH 7; b E0 vesus NHE at pH 0. (NHE, Normal Hydrogen Electrode.). 

The biohybrids of CdS and the polyatomic metal cluster of the MoFe-protein provide a 
photo-chemical model for achieving light-driven catalyzation of the reaction process. Katherine et al. 
[114]reported that cadmium sulfide (CdS) nanocrystals can be used to drive the enzymatic reduction 
of N2 to NH3 by photosensitizing the MoFe-protein of nitrogenase, not ATP hydrolysis. Under 
optimal conditions, the turnover rate was 75 per minute, 63% of the ATP-coupled reaction rate for 
the nitrogenase complex. In addition, the biohybrids of the CdS and MoFe-protein provide a 
photochemical model for achieving light-driven catalyzation of the reaction process. In this process, 
Fe is necessary, but Mo is not; however, this does not mean Mo does not play a role in N2 binding. 

A redox-flexible metal center can adjust the oxidation state of the active center metal and the 
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As the driving force, photons can actually promote the reduction of N2 to NH3 via multi-step
injections of photo-generated electrons and H2O-derived protons [113]. The first electron transfer
(−4.16 V versus NHE) and proton-coupled electron transfer (−3.2 V versus NHE), shown in Table 3,
must be overcome. Then, it is also necessary for the ideal photo-catalyst materials to have the
characteristics of the charge carrier recombination and a small band gap in the visible light region.

Table 3. Redox potentials of reducing N2 to NH3 [112].

No. Reaction E0 (V)

1 H2O + 2h+
→ 0.5O2 + 2H+ 1.33 b

2 H+ + e− → 0.5H2 −0.42 a

3 N2 + e− → N2
−

−4.16 b

4 N2 + H+ + e− → N2H −3.2 b

5 N2 + 6H+ + 6e− → 2NH3 0.55 b

aE0 versus NHE at pH 7; b E0 vesus NHE at pH 0. (NHE, Normal Hydrogen Electrode).

The biohybrids of CdS and the polyatomic metal cluster of the MoFe-protein provide a photo-chemical
model for achieving light-driven catalyzation of the reaction process. Katherine et al. [114] reported
that cadmium sulfide (CdS) nanocrystals can be used to drive the enzymatic reduction of N2 to NH3

by photosensitizing the MoFe-protein of nitrogenase, not ATP hydrolysis. Under optimal conditions,
the turnover rate was 75 per minute, 63% of the ATP-coupled reaction rate for the nitrogenase complex.
In addition, the biohybrids of the CdS and MoFe-protein provide a photochemical model for achieving
light-driven catalyzation of the reaction process. In this process, Fe is necessary, but Mo is not; however,
this does not mean Mo does not play a role in N2 binding.

A redox-flexible metal center can adjust the oxidation state of the active center metal and the
redox potentials in different steps of the LT model such as Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, and Mo. Results [115]
suggest that nitrogenase could keep its photo-catalytic activity when the [4Fe4S] clusters are
replaced with other inert ions such as Sb3+, Sn4+, and Zn2+. For example, both [Mo2Fe6S8 (SPh)3]
and [4Fe4S] clusters [112,116] in nitrogenase could do so at ambient temperature and pressure.
Therefore, redox-active iron–sulfide-containing clusters with high-energy photo-excited states could
photo-catalyze the reduction of N2 to NH3. Both the reduction potential of the adsorbate and the
position of the energy band are important for making a decision on the photo-catalyst materials used
for reducing N2 to NH3 under ambient conditions.

4.3.4. Incorporating Carbon Atoms into FeMo-co Analogues

As shown in Figure 1, the FeMo-co consists of a molybdenum ion, seven Fe atoms, nine sulfur
atoms, and one carbon atom as an interstitial ligand in the center termed “C”. Embedding a carbon
donor into analogues of the FeMo-co as an interstitial carbon for mimicking the biological nitrogenase
is especially challenging. Xu et al. [117] reported that a core halide ligand (Cl− or Br−) replacing
thiolate was incorporated into a binding site of the heterometallic clusters using one-electron reductant
sodium benzophenone ketyl. The new approach provided opportunities to synthesize the analogues
more similar to FeMo-co, because core halides are easily replaced with carbon ligands through
metathesis reactions.

The carbide ligand in the FeMo-co is obtained by a methyl group transferring from S-adenosyl
methionine [21]. Therefore, methyl anion incorporated into an incomplete cubane might bridge the
methyl ligand through salt metathesis or oxidative metathesis. As mentioned above, with all-sulfide
clusters dimerizing in the presence of a reductant, the formation of the edge-bridged (bis) cubanes is
available, then addition of thiolate sources could cause rearrangement to form corner-sharing (bis)
cubanes with the topology of the FeMo-co [118]. The ability to introduce carbon into synthetic Fe–S
clusters with the topology of the FeMo-co may provide insight into the influence of the carbide in N2

reduction [119].
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5. Summary and Outlook

Nitrogenase metalloclusters, namely, the [4Fe4S] cluster, P-cluster, and FeMo-co, are
indispensable for biological reduction of N2 to NH3 at room temperature and atmospheric pressure.
Although synthetic analogues of nitrogenase metalloclusters are promising artificial catalytic clusters
due to the fact of their intriguing features, no synthesized clusters have yet been entirely similar to the
biogenic clusters. Accurate synthesis of nitrogenase metallocluster analogues that can activate the
strong bond of N2 at ambient conditions is an important step to accomplish this kind of catalyst design.
Synthetic methods involve ferritin halides (FeCl2 or FeCl3) with thiolates and sulfide sources (e.g., HS−,
S2−) in polar organic solvents such as methanol and DMF. The spontaneous assembly of ferritin atoms
in the presence of sulfur reagents is an efficient and common method for synthesizing [4Fe4S] clusters.
The spontaneous assembly reactions would be terminal when the Fe–S cluster products become stable.
The inorganic [Fe8S7] core of P-clusters consists of two [4Fe4S] cubanes which are connected to each
other through a disulfide bridge. Different approaches to synthesizing analogues of the P-cluster
have been carried out and much progress has been made. In a non-polar organic solvent, the [8Fe7S]
cluster can be produced from the self-assembly reaction. Topological analogues of the P-cluster can
be obtained from the core rearrangement reactions of [MoFe3S4]–[MoFe3S4] clusters. In addition,
the [8Fe7S] core of the P-cluster could degrade into [4Fe4S] clusters in the presence of excess thiolate
anions or thiols. There is no doubt that the synthetic analogues of the P-cluster can be compared to the
structures and properties of the native clusters. Although much progress on synthesizing FeMo-co
analogues have been reported in the past decades, no synthesized analogues of FeMo-co clusters have
been completely similar to the biogenic clusters, especially concerning their catalysis, functionality,
and capacity aspects. The synthesis of FeMo-co analogues remains a large challenge. The successful
synthesis of FeMo-co analogues depends on redox reagents and ligands whose steric bulky groups
are good for the stability and isolation of synthetic analogues. Besides these redox reagents and
ligands, the appropriate arrangement of a variety of elements, such as molybdenum, ferritin, and
sulfur in the cores of FeMo-co analogue clusters, is still a challenging problem which has to be solved.
Based on this, the construction of other transition metal–sulfur clusters for generating complicated
cluster structures in non-polar solvents may be a good choice for an NH3 production process under
ambient conditions. As more insights into the structures and function of FeMo-co become available,
more reliable synthetic models will emerge to gain synthetic analogues with efficient catalytic activity
in NH3 synthesis. No viable and efficient catalysts for sustainable NH3 synthesis could meet all the
requirements of an active, selective, scalable, long-lived catalyst, and discovering novel catalysts
which need new design approaches is a major challenge. For example, insight from heterogeneous,
homogeneous, enzyme catalysis, and computational methods of atomic-scale controlled synthesis,
if combined, could strengthen the possibilities for a break-through in NH3-synthetic catalyst design.
Basically, novel catalyst design approaches should be based on the characterization of the active
catalyst, reaction intermediates, and the relevant bond energies as well as the effects of the reaction
media. Synthetic analogues of [4Fe4S], the P-cluster, and the FeMo-cofactor that can reduce known
nitrogenase substrates would be valuable in better understanding the reactivity of N2 reduction under
ambient conditions.
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